Welcome to our Volunteer Activities!
Our activities are based on the voluntary spirit “TASUKEAI” that we support each other when
it is necessary and it can be taken by exchanging one’s labor and one’s small fee provided in the
separate cover.

And then, because our activities are not aimed at any commercial profit,

please ask us with your better understanding of our purpose.
Your kind and deep understanding to the above shall be highly appreciated.

When you ask us,
Please ask us with a certain lead time before the date of our conducting it.
It may happen not to respond to such a sudden requirement as you need it today or tomorrow.
You may ask your further requirement direct to one who supports you. Even in that case, you
may be required to report to our operation office.
Your requirement to us shall be in case that you and your family are not able to do it due to a
certain and unavoidable reason.

When our work is done,
Supportive member is not a specialist. So it may happen to be unskilled technically.
Please conduct supportive actions while checking support-needed member’s desire.
The content of supportive works shall be within the range of the designated works beforehand.
The change of its content shall be required to report to the operation office in advance.
Necessary instrument and tools, which are held by the support-needed member, for these
supportive works will be used.
When the expendables, which need for supportive works, are acquired, the support-needed
member shall pay for its cost.
When the cancellation happens to be without any prior notice, the support-needed member
shall pay for one hour as the cancellation fee. Therefore, please give the prior notice willingly.

When our work is finished,
As to the fee settlement, please give supportive member our available ticket for work time and
transportation. In case of the cash settlement, we can accept the support-needed member’s
payment for today or at the end of every month.
It is entirely unnecessary to serve tea or so. If the work time includes lunch time, the
supportive member is having its own lunchbox.

Others
Please be refrained from the activity of the politics, the religion, sales of goods during our
activities.

